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[57] ABSTRACT
An exposure interlock for oscilloscope cameras which
cuts off ambient light from the oscilloscope screen be-
fore the shutter of the camera is tripped. A flap is pro-
vided which may be selectively positioned to an open
position which enables viewing of the oscilloscope
screen and a closed position which cuts off the oscillo-
scope screen from view and simultaneously cuts off am-
bient light from the oscilloscope screen. A mechanical
interlock is provided between the flap and shutter trip
structure which causes the flap to be activated to its
closed position before the camera shutter is tripped,
thereby preventing overexposure of the film.
2 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures
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•EXPOSURE INTERLOCK FOR OSCILLOSCOPE FIG. 2 is a somewhat schematic view of the specific
CAMERAS details of the exposure interlock according to the in-
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION vention.
_. . . . .. , . . . . . , DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTIONThe invention described herein was made by employ- 5
ees of the United States Government and may be man- The invention is generally illustrated in FIG. 1 with
ufactured and used by or for the Government for gov- more specific details of the invention being shown in
ernmental purposes without the payment of any royal- the schematic view of FIG. 2. The oscilloscope-camera
ties thereon or therefor. structure is generally designated by reference numeral
10 10 in FIG. 1 with the oscilloscope being mounted
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
 within base 12 of the structure. A viewing window
1. Field of the Invention structure 13 extends outwardly from base 12 to enable
The present invention relates to a mechanical expo- viewing of the oscilloscope screen.
sure interlock device which prevents film overexposure The camera structure 14 includes a magnetic trip 15
in oscilloscope camera equipment. l5 and a mechanical trip 16 for effecting tripping of the
2. Description of the Prior Art camera shutter. With reference to FIG. 2, rotation of
The problem of incorrectly exposing camera film is magnetic trip 15 in the counterclockwise direction
known in the art and there are devices which prevent causes member 17, which comprises an integral part of
double exposure of camera films. For example, the ,0 magnetic trip 15, to engage shutter mechanical trip 16
Faulhaber U.S. Pat. No. 2,7 1 3,293 relates to a mechan- and move •* toward the left » shown In the F'8ure- Suf'
ical device wherein the release key is utilized to release ficient movement of the shutter mechanical trip 16
the locking means of the camera in order that a camera causes the shutter lo be lriW**- The oscilloscope and
closed to the ambient atmosphere may be opened by camera equipment, including the magnetic and me-
the application of pressure to the release key, thereby
 25 chanical triPs for the camera shutter- are conventional
enabling the camera film to be exposed when taking a e m e n known in the art and details thereof are con-
picture. It is also known in the art that means can be sequently not discussed herein.
employed to provide accurate timing of one movement The Pa^'ar elements comprising the invention are
with respect to another particularly with relation to op- shown in F1G 2" Conventional viewing flap 18 is lo-
eration of the camera shutter. For example, Fahlenberg 30 fated adJacent View'n8 wlndow structure » and is &<-~
U.S. Pat. No. 2,978,970 relates to a photographic shut- 'ectively positionable for .nterposiUoning between the
. ... . ... . , , . • . . screen of the oscilloscope and end 19 of the viewingter construction wherein the shutter is held in tension . . . , _/ ._ „ _ ._ , 6
. . . . . _, . , window structure 13. More specifically, flap 18 selec-position by various magnets. The magnets are released . . , . ., ,, . .. , .,;
r u i . • • • lively positionable to open and closed positions.in sequence by electronic timing means. _. J ... .. _ , • ._ , . .,..!, - ...
^
 }
 ° 35 The solid line flap structure 20 shown in FIG. 2 illus-
• SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE trates the "open" position whereby the oscilloscope
_, . . . ., , screen may be viewed by an observer through the view-The prior art, however, does not provide for preven- . . . , _, . . ,. _e
,
r
 . '
 r
 ...
 r
 mg window structure 13. The broken line flap structure
tion of overexposure of film in an oscilloscope camera ~J?> -n . . A. •• i j- •»• <•« fo ur
 . - . . . . „„ . 20 illustrates the closed position of flap 18 wherein
system by automatic interpositioning of a flap between ., „ ... ... ... ». -n; . . . . . . . , 40 the flap i s interpositioned between the oscilloscopethe oscilloscope screen and the ambient atmosphere
 scfeen ^ en(J „ Qf ^  ^ wjndow structure
before the camera shutter » tripped. It is conventional
 and {hereb cuts Qff the oscillosco screen from view
in an oscilloscope camera to provide a viewing flap en-
 and ambjent light
abling the observer to view the oscilloscope screen
 The fl be activated to the .. .. ition b
prior to photographing. Thus, it was possible for the ob-
 45 manua, rotatjon of a knob 3Q int ral, attached to the
server to open the viewing flap for pretest oscilloscope
 support rod 2, for flap ,g> Qr Qther conventjona, means
checkout and then accidentally leave the flap open dur-
 known jn the art to enab|e viewing of the osci||oscope
ing the actual test. When this occurred, the film was
 SCfeen by the observer When the flap is activated to
overexposed by the ambient light with the result that
 the ..open- po^fo,, iiiustrated by designation num-
the film trace generated during the test was washed out.
 50 beral 20 in FIG. 2, rod 21, which is attached to flap 18
The invention prevents overexposure of the film in an
 and arm 22> rotates causing arm 22 to be rotated to the
oscilloscope camera by providing a mechanical expo-
 position shown in solid lines in FIG. 2. Arm 22 is con-
sure interlock linkage between the flap and trip struc- nected through cable 23 to plunger 24. The latter is
tures associated with the camera shutter whereby com- housed in plunger housing 25. The movement of arm
mencement of trip activation causes the flap to be 55
 22 to the so|id |jne position illustrated in FIG. 2, which
moved toward its closed position. The flap is activated js caused by activating the flap to its open position 20,
to its fully closed position wherein ambient light is cut js transmitted through cable 23 to the plunger. This
off from the oscilloscope screen an instant before the causes plunger 24 to be moved into abutting position
shutter opens, thereby preventing accidental overexpo- against the shutter mechanical trip 16. If an attempt is
sure of the film. The exposure interlock according to 60 made to operate either the mechanical trip 16 or the
the invention prevents this situation from occurring magnetic trip 15, the consequent movement will be
without affecting the operation of the oscilloscope transmitted from plunger 24 through release cable 23
camera. to arm 22. This movement, in turn, will be transmitted
BR.EF DESCR,PT,ON OF THE DRAW1NOS 65
FIG. 1 is an isometric view of the invention illustrat- erate such that the flap will close before the shutter is
ing its use in an oscilloscope camera. tripped.
3,757,659
In resume, the invention functions as follows: When
flap 18 is activated to the "open" position by rotation
of knob 30 to enable viewing of the oscilloscope
screen, arm 22 rotates causing plunger 24 to be moved
into position against the shutter mechanical trip. If an 5
attempt is made to operate the mechanical or magnetic
trip while flap 18 is open, the consequent motion is
transferred through plunger 24, release cable 23 and
arm-rod arrangement 22, 21 to cause flap 18 to be acti-
vated to its closed position just before the shutter is 10
tripped open, thereby preventing accidental overexpo-
sure of the film. When flap 18 is activated to its
"closed" position shown by the broken line structure
20' of FIG. 2, arm 22 is rotated to the broken line posi-
tion shown which moves plunger 24, through cable 23, 15
away from abutting position with respect to shutter me-
chanical trip 16 and the oscilloscope-camera may be
operated without the risk of overexposure.
Although the invention has been described relative to
a specific embodiment thereof, it is not so limited since, 20
obviously, many variations and modifications thereof
will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art. It is
therefore to be understood that within the scope of the
appended claims the invention may be practiced other-
wise than as specifically described. 25
What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by
Letters Patent of the United States is:
1. In an oscilloscope camera system having trip
means actuable to trip the camera shutter to cause film
exposure for photographing the image on an oscillo- 30
scope screen, and viewing means whereby an observer
may view the image on the oscilloscope screen for os-
cilloscope checkout prior to film exposure, the viewing
means having a viewing flap selectively actuable to an
open position with respect to the ambience to enable 35
the image on the oscilloscope screen to be viewed by
the observer, and a closed position whereby the view-
ing flap is interposed between the oscilloscope screen
and the ambience to preclude ambient light from
40
reaching the oscilloscope screen through the viewing
means, the improvement comprising:
exposure interlock means coupled to the viewing flap
and automatically positioned with respect to the
trip means in response to actuation of the viewing
flap to the open position, such that movement of
the trip means is transmitted to the exposure inter-
lock means causing the thereto coupled viewing
flap to be actuated to the closed position before the
shutter is tripped, thereby preventing film overex-
posure,
said exposure interlock means including,
a connecting rod having first and second ends re-
spectively fixedly connected between the viewing
flap and a rotatable arm,
a cable having one end connected to the rotatable
arm and the other end connected to a plunger
mechanism, movement of the viewing flap to the
open position being transmitted by the connect-
ing rod to the rotatable arm to cause the rotat-
able arm to move the plunger mechanism into
abutting relationship with the trip means,
whereby movement of the trip means results in
corresponding movement of the plunger mecha-
nism which is transmitted through the cable to
the rotatable arm, causing the rotatable arm to
move the viewing flap through the connecting
rod.
2. The improvement in an oscilloscope camera sys-
tem as recited in claim 1 wherein the viewing flap as-
sumes the open position when the rotatable arm is in a
first position and the closed position when the rotatable
arm is in a second position, movement of the trip means
when the plunger mechanism is in an abutting relation-
ship therewith causing the rotatable arm to assume the
second position before the shutter is tripped to prevent
film overexposure.
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